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Abstract
Information retrieval involves accessing data resources to search for specific information based on
user intent or a search query. Enhancing the quality of information retrieval is important, and various
cross-domain applications have been proposed to achieve this goal. Authorship Attribution applications
have benefitted from the information retrieval techniques, and similarly, information retrieval has also
been influenced by the areas such as genre analysis, bot profiling and author identification. These
interdependencies have opened up various new research directions in both domains. This paper presents
ongoing research that proposes a methodology to improve relevancy, trustworthiness and personalisation
factors in information retrieval using authorship attribution techniques of genre analysis, bot profiling
and author base ranking, illustrating a case study from the literary domain.
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1. Introduction

Information retrieval involves retrieving relevant information from a data collection based on
user queries. In recent years, information retrieval has expanded across different domains, and
research directions have significantly increased due to global connectivity and accessibility
to large repositories easily. Relevancy, trustworthiness and personalisation are essential for
enhancing the query response. While various approaches have been developed to measure the
relevancy of search results [1], there is still room for improvement, particularly when retrieving
information based on the authors. In a personalised setting [2, 3, 4], such as literary work-based
querying, users may prefer obtaining results from the same or similar authors. With the rising
popularity of bot-generated content, distinguishing original write-ups is essential to ensure
their trustworthiness [5, 6].

Authorship Attribution has proven beneficial for information retrieval on many occasions.
The work by Kumar et al. [7] utilises information retrieval features for author identification
by considering the test document as a query. The authorship attribution in large corpus often
incorporates information retrieval techniques. For instance, Yang and Chow [8] present an
algorithm that combines profile-based and instance-based approaches for authorship attribution
in the forensic domain with thousands of authors.
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Similarly, authorship attribution concepts such as recommendation systems have been applied
in information retrieval. Alharthi et al. [9] use authorship identification for literary book
recommendations as the writing style influences reading preferences. The book recommender
model [9] represents books as vectors and evaluates them in a top-k recommendation scenario.
Potthast et al. [10] provide a large-scale reproducibility study on authorship identification
models, laying the groundwork for integration with information retrieval. They evaluated the
reproducibility of all implemented papers and released open-source implementations.

The main research question addressed in this paper is how authorship attribution can be
utilised to enhance literary document retrieval considering relevancy, trustworthiness and
personalisation factors in information retrieval. Specifically, the proposed methodology was
evaluated using a case study in the literary domain with stylometric analysis, genre analysis
and author profiling.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the related literature
on authorship attribution and information retrieval, highlighting research gaps in the area.
Section 3 presents the dataset formation progress, and Section 4 outlines the proposed model
architecture. Section 5 elaborates on the evaluation plan. Section 6 describes the application
of the model architecture for information retrieval in the literary domain. Potential ethical
considerations are highlighted in Section 7, followed by the conclusion in Section 8, highlighting
the key findings from the literature study and the model architecture analysis.

2. Related Works

Authorship Attribution involves identifying authors of a given document from candidate authors
pre-analysed. Research in authorship attribution consists of various approaches, including
stylometric feature analysis and comparison mechanisms [11]. The field also explores different
disciplines, such as author profile ranking [12, 13, 14] and genre analysis [15, 16, 17] and bot
profile identification [18, 19]. In the digital humanities, particularly in the literary domain,
authorship attribution addresses unresolved or doubted authorship. The works by Zhao and
Zobel [11] were on playwrights in the late 16th and early 17th century of 634 texts and 55
authors, employing features such as POS tagging and function words. Several other literary
works are addressed by authorship attribution in digital humanities [20, 21, 22, 23].

Figure 1: GAN-BERT Model [24]



The GAN-BERT [24] was proposed to improve the text classification in transformer-based
models combining BERT-based models and Semi-Supervised GAN [25]. Figure 1 illustrates the
GAN-BERT model, where the generator (G) uses random noise to generate forged examples, and
the Discriminator (D) performs multi-class classification among authors using BERT embedding.
The model is trained on labelled (L) and unlabelled (U) data in the semi-supervised setting. The
generator is decoupled from the rest of the model architecture during the testing.

Multimodal architectures combine features in different modalities such as images, categorical,
text and numerical features [26, 27, 28, 29] in document classification, sentiment analysis and
information extraction, demonstrating outstanding performance compared to single-model
architectures. The multimodal transformer proposed by Gu and Budhkar [30] combines text
features with categorical or numerical features with feature combination methods, including
feature concatenation, attention methods, gating mechanisms, and weighted feature summation.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the multimodal transformer.

Figure 2: Multimodal Transformer [30]

3. Dataset

A dataset of 1475 documents from the long 19th century (1800-1914) was collected by using
Project Gutenberg to support the case study in the literary domain. The dataset contains 1242
Novels, 163 Short Stories, 53 Poems and 17 Narratives, as shown in Figure 3a in text format. For
further analysis considering temporal segments, the dataset was divided into different segments:
Early 19th century (1800-1835), Mid-19th century (1836-1870), Late 19th century (1871 - 1900)
and Early 20th century(1901 - 1914), as illustrated in Figure 3b. The bot profiling model is to be
trained with a subset of a dataset comprising corresponding AI-generated novels with similar
writing styles, which is to be generated via zero-shot prompting with ChatGPT API.



(a) Dataset Distribution across Different Genres (b) Dataset Distribution across Different Segments

Figure 3: Dataset Statistics for Original Documents

4. Proposed Model Architecture

The proposed model integrates authorship attribution techniques to improve information
retrieval, as illustrated in Figure 4. This integration addresses relevancy, trustworthiness and
personalisation factors in the information retrieval from literary texts. The model includes
genre analysis and bot profiling as filters and uses author profile ranking as an additional sorting
mechanism.

Figure 4: Proposed Model Architecture: Integrated Authorship Attribution Techniques to Information
Retrieval Systems



In the author-based ranking, the response documents are sorted according to the authors
if mentioned in the query, using stylometric analysis with the GAN-BERT-based model from
previous works [31]. The GAN-BERT model encodes the original documents with the BERT
model before passing them to the Discriminator. The Discriminator is decoupled from the GAN-
BERT model to facilitate the classification in the testing set. The documents are ranked based
on the author classification returned from the integrated GAN-BERT model. This integration
enhances personalised document retrieval, returning the same or similar author contents.

The returned documents from a search query may not include the relevant genre; therefore, a
genre analysis improves the retrieval process to filter out unrelated documents. Recommending a
similar author genre based on the filtered documents and the implementation of this component
is part of future work.

Given the increasing capability of Large Language Models (LLMs) to generate human-like
content, excluding unreliable and misleading bot-generated content in information retrieval
is crucial. Based on the previous works [32], a multimodal transformer-based authorship
attribution model is suggested to identify AI-generated text content using stylometric analysis.
This component is trained with the original and ChatGPT-prompted documents, incorporating
stylometric and text-based features in the multimodal transformer. Several handcrafted features
such as Average word length (AWL), average sentence length by word (ASW), and functional
word counts (CFW) per each document will be considered in the model implementation.

5. Evaluation Plan

A comprehensive evaluation will be conducted to measure the efficiency of the proposed model
in enhancing information retrieval within literary documents via authorship attribution method-
ologies. This evaluation compares the proposed model with a baseline without authorship
attribution techniques. Simultaneously, a baseline dataset comprising a collection of retrieved
documents per different queries will be utilised and manually annotated to indicate the relevancy
or irrelevancy of each document. The proposed model and the baseline model will be evaluated
with the baseline dataset using precision, recall, F1-Scare, and Mean Average Precision (MAP)
metrics.

6. Case Study Discussion

In this case study related to the literary domain, consider a scenario where a user wants to
search for ’The Mahogany Tree’ (poem) by an author named ’William’ without specifying the
author’s full name:

1. The genre analysis component filters out documents unrelated to poems. This step ensures
that only relevant documents from the poetry genre are considered.

2. The bot profiling component is applied to identify and exclude AI-generated documents,
ensuring that unreliable and misleading bot-generated content is excluded from the search
results.

3. The author-based ranking is utilised to sort the documents by ’William Makepeace
Thackeray’ (author), where the sorted documents are presented as the final search results,



with an enhanced retrieval process to provide personalised document recommendations
from the same or similar authors.

7. Ethical Considerations

The dataset comprises English novels written between 1800 and 1914, collected from Project
Gutenberg [33]. The selected timeframe aligns with Project Gutenberg’s criteria for out-of-
copyright duration, explicitly adhering to ‘Rule 1: Works First Published Before 95 Years Ago
and Before 1977’ and ‘Rule 10(c) - Works of Treaty Parties and Proclamation Countries First
Published Between 1923 and 1977’ [34]. Although the duration is out-of-copyright regarding
literary works, meticulous care was taken to store the data securely with controlled access.
Notably, the dataset will remain unreleased.

The author-based ranking model involves generating synthetic documents with similar
writing styles to existing authors aiming to cover diverse writing styles comprehensively.
Notably, the utilised GAN-BERT model generates embedding representations rather than human-
readable text. This design choice substantially limits the possibility of unethical use, as the
potential for generating documents using the proposed model without explicit author consent
is restricted. Any expansions or applications of this research should conform to the established
ethical guidelines. Expressly, any usage of the proposed model should refrain from reproducing
or distributing an author’s forged content without obtaining appropriate consent.

8. Conclusion

This paper presents ongoing research on using authorship attribution to improve information
retrieval in the literary domain. By integrating two previous authorship attribution works with
the information retrieval model, this paper aims to improve the retrieval process to provide more
relevant and personalised search results. The paper discusses the usage of authorship attribution
for information retrieval, with a background study on authorship attribution in author profile
ranking, genre analysis, and bot profile identification. Authorship attribution is crucial in
addressing unresolved authorship problems in the literary domain. Future directions for this
research include implementing the bot profiling, author ranking, and genre analysis models for
the case study and prompting ChatGPT to create forged AI content for each document in the
dataset. Expanding the dataset to include scientific documents and performing an ablation study
for each component is also planned. In conclusion, integrating authorship attribution techniques
into information retrieval will improve the performance compared to the state-of-the-art models,
particularly in the literary domain.
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